




OZONE IN AGRICULTURE

We chose ozone because it is an extraordinary product and capable of changing agriculture and 
the world. We work to give ozone the importance it deserves.

We know that your company and needs are different. Our technical team will study your case, offe-
ring you the most effective solution and the product that best suits your industry.

Your company and brand will be able to stand out from the competition.

Reduce disinfection costs

Foliar treatment

Powers the roots

Avoid pests and diseases

No chemicals or residue

Does not alter the pH

Increases post-harvest life

Helps improve production per plant

Oxygenates the roots

Neutralizes infections

Reduces plant loss



MODELS AG MULTI

OZONE MACHINES FOR AGRICULTURE

HOW DO WE APPLY AND WHICH SYSTEM WILL BENEFIT  YOUR CROP?

AG MULTI-15 AG MULTI-30 AG MULTI-45 AG MULTI-60 AG MULTI-75

It will depend on:

LPM
Liters of Oxygen 
per minute

AG MULTI-15

AG MULTI-30

AG MULTI-45

AG MULTI-60

AG MULTI-75

5-10

5-10

10

10-15

15

0-1.500 m2

0-1.500 m2

2.000-4.000 m2

5.000-8.000 m2

8.000-12.000 m2

Range 
desinfection

The sectorization and the m2 to irrigate.

The m3 of water to mix with ozone.



HAVE YOU GOT VARIOUS FARMS?The 15 and 30 machines are for small land ex-
tensions or uses from 0-1500 ( meters squares of 
land) or for uses where quantities of water (cubic 
meters) are reduced.  Our advisers and  techni-
cians will give you the best option to solve your 
problem. 

The 45 machines are for extensions of land or 
sectorization (sectors of the farm) of an interval 
of 2000 square meters and 4000 square meters. 
Our advisers and technicians will help you choose 
the best option depending on of the problem we 
are facing.

AG MULTI-60 models are for extensions of land 
or irrigation sectors that surround the interval
of 5000- 8000 square meters always taking into 
account if there is any problem on soil or not since 
if it were so there would have to adapt to the lar-
ger model AG MULTI 75 with 15 liters of oxygen 
that could be used in case that the extension 
of land is between 5000 to 8000 meters of land 
since there is some kind of infection or problem 
in the soil.  Or only for being an extension of land 
or irrigation sectors greater than 8000 square 
meters.

To offer complete mobility, we have portable models 
that incorporate a professional and adjustable hand 
trolley that allows action at different points on the 
farm.

PORTABLE EQUIPMENTS





System composition:
  Control panel, protection elements
and programming.

Our consultants and technicians will help you 
choose the best option to solve your problem.

MODELS AB MULTI

AB MULTI-15

RANGE OF DESINFECTION

AB MULTI-30

ENVIRONMENTAL OZONE GENERATION SYSTEMS

Ozone is the most powerful natural bactericide that 
exists.

Multiple applications of use (disinfection of water, 
ambient air, clothing, food, etc).

It does not generate any residue, its only residue is the 
simple molecule of oxygen (O2).

It is a formidable substitute for pesticides and 
chemicals.

Easy access to anywhere.

Elimination of odors from pipes, sinks, fer-
mentation, waste rooms, toilets and changing 
rooms, etc.

BENEFITS OF OZONE IN AMBIENT AIR

The AB MULTI 15 system is programmed to 
supply a room of 100 square meters.

The AB MULTI 30 system is capable of suppl-
ying an area of up to 250 square meters.



Bio333Ozon is born from the synergy between experience, veterans and many years of work alongside 
agriculture, industry, commerce and individuals, mixed with youth, development, experimentation and new 
technologies.

Every day we dedicate ourselves to improving the implementation and development of the world of ozone 
from its application, manufacture and installation, very important the attention and technical service 
(essential for a good use of its machines).

At Bio333Ozon we take care of the absolute manufacture and assembly of our machines, installation, 
revisions and maintenance.

Today we have a large number of trials where we collect constant information, where we learn and are 
surprised every day by the product we have in hand and that deserves our time and attention.

The company in the sector that 
has grown the most in recent 
years.

Global presence.

More than 8 machine designs 
for different solutions.

A great team of specialists in 
each field 

More than 200 satisfied custo-
mers with Bio33ozon technical 
service.

More than 100 machines ma-
nufactured in the last 2 years.

+30 YEARS
of experience



EFFICIENCY - We provide solutions to real problems of our clients.

INNOVATION - 

RELIABILITY - For the quality and durability of our equipment.

AFTER-SALES service - Fast, close and personalized attention.

Land disinfection will be saved in pre-campaign.
Approx. €1,500/hectare/year.

You will be surprised by the low power consumption of our systems!

The use of our equipment is certified and 
partially financed by the European Union.

Besides Bio333Ozon is a consolidated member 
of the European Ozone Trade Association.

The development and technology of our systems 
make them the most innovative on the market.

Guidance: Average expenditure on disinfection of growers with fields in Almería (Spain).

HOW LONG WILL  IT  TAKE TO RECOVER THE MONEY INVES-
TED IN OUR EQUIPMENT?

WHY CHOOSE BIO333OZON?





bio333ozon.es



Autovía del mediterráneo, km 419, 04745
San Nicolás, La Mojonera (Almería)

@bio.333ozon Bio333Ozon

619 777 767 / 695 208 439 bio333ozon@gmail.com


